Reply to Students’ Mail about Examination

Dear Students,

Hope all of you are taking care of yourself. This is to clear your apprehensions about the conduct of examinations. We are a family and your safety is the utmost priority of the Institute. We at NITJ are equitably concerned about your well-being as your parents are. So the Institute will reopen for you only after the situation normalizes and the things are completely under control. Thereafter you will be called for appearing in examination in phased manner.

You must know that we are well aware about the present situation. Although we are passing through this difficult time, we are also concerned about your studies. You should get yourself continuously engaged in studies and use this period wisely and fruitfully as suggested by our Director. Few of the students expressed their concern about the planning of semester. We are continuously watching the situation and you will be informed about the semester plan in due course of time. I have received many similar mails where the matter has been extrapolated in a wrong way and I don’t find any reason to address them.

Dean (Academics)